NICE

ROBOTIC AUTOMATION
uick-Start

Experience the value of Advanced Process
Automation (APA) in the short-term. NICE
Quick-Start enables you to win in short
cycles of success.

The Proof is in the Automation
Jump start your process
automation journey

Experience the
ROI first hand

Scale up at
your own pace

Quick-Start Robotic Automation
Server-based robots will automate complete processes that do not require human judgment or intervention. From start
to finish, the solution automates all of the steps needed to perform the tasks, freeing employees to focus on other
processes that require their specialized skills and attention. The Quick-Start pack for unattended automation includes:

1 process automation of up to
15 steps

Allows the robots to
access and integrate with 3
applications

Includes 1 unattended
automation license

Please note that this package excludes callouts i.e. when the system prompts an employee to verify and/or correct customer data.

Quick-Start Desktop Automation
Attended or desktop robots automate repetitive desktop tasks and provide accurate information and guidance to call
center agents or customer facing employees, in real-time when it’s needed. The robots provide employees with quick
links to data and real-time next-best-action guidance in context to help them work more efficiently and accurately. As
a result, employees can focus on more engaging tasks and on providing a great customer experience, rather than on
processes and systems. The Quick-Start pack for attended automation includes:

1 process automation
of up to 15 steps

Allows the robots to
access and integrate
with 3 applications

Attended automation
for 28 employees

Includes 1 callout
i.e. the system will
prompt an employee
to verify and/or correct
customer data

Quick-ROI and Value
Our Quick-Start package kicks off with a discounted rate and offers upfront value from bundling the product and service
costs into one. In addition, scaling up in the long-term by expanding your automation capabilities, is more financially
attractive as no additional installation fees will be incurred.

Get started now – contact your NICE sales executive to learn how you can start your
automation journey with NICE’s Automation Quick-Start package.

Learn More about the Power of Process Automation
One of the many challenges facing most organizations today is the need to complete high volumes of routine driven
tasks with accuracy and speed. Recruiting a robotic workforce, in the form of software robots, is an efficient, measurable
and scalable way to achieve new levels of process efficiency and accuracy. Software robots handle end-to-end
processes, performing any task which the human user would otherwise do manually.
The deployment of a robotic workforce to automate simple and repetitive business processes will fuel continual
improvement for your organization.

Identify

Measure

effectiveness of
the business rules
applied

your process
inefficiencies
& automation
opportunities

Optimize

processes with guidance
& automated flows

About NICE
NICE (Nasdaq:NICE) is the worldwide leading provider of both cloud and on-premises enterprise software solutions that
empower organizations to make smarter decisions based on advanced analytics of structured and unstructured data. NICE
helps organizations of all sizes deliver better customer service, ensure compliance, combat fraud and safeguard citizens. Over
22,000 organizations in more than 150 countries, including over 80 of the Fortune 100 companies, are using NICE solutions.
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